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ABSTRACT – This examination work manages the part of stock administration of consumer loyalty in the paper production according to the study. The information use in the improvement of this venture work will gathered from different levels of administration in the distribution, using survey. What’s more, from that we got a thought where they are missing i.e Inventory control and Bill eras. In paper presents an alarm about the information section in the bill which in view of PDF format. So that the shopkeeper will update about the remaining items in the shop. Maintaining a balance between too much and too little inventory for the future use in shop. Tracking inventory as it is transported between locations. To maintain a stock for each and every data as well as of every product’s they are dealing with. It is also used for to reduce overhead cost and Time saving application. It will give’s an Maximum profit within less cost, update Log will be maintained.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Stock organization writing computer programs is a PC based structure for taking after stock levels, solicitations, arrangements and transports. It can moreover be used as a piece of the amassing business to make a work organize, bill of materials and other creation related reports. A good inventory tracking system will tell you what merchandise in stock, what is on order, when it will arrive and what you’ve sold. With such a system, you can plan purchases intelligently and quickly recognize the fast-moving items you need to reorder and the slow-moving items you should mark down or specially promote. Some retailers track inventory using a manual tag system, which can be updated daily, weekly or even monthly. In a manual tag system, you remove price tags from the product at the point of purchase. You then cross-check the tags against physical inventory to figure out what you have sold. A key stock administration process is renewal. Its motivation is to keep your stock levels adequate to cover the interest for those items. Recharges can happen at numerous levels – from a provider to a client's focal distribution center, from the focal stockroom to littler provincial stockrooms, from territorial stockrooms to a store’s back-room, and from the back space to the end-client confronting rack. Associations use stock organization programming to avoid thing over-burden and power outages. It is an instrument for sorting out stock data that before was overall secured in printed duplicate casing or in spreadsheets. We will make a desktop application for the Predefined paper publication to control their stock. To keep up a stock for each and every data and furthermore of every things they are overseeing in operations administration, co-ordinations and store network administration, the innovative framework and the modified programming essential for overseeing stock. In financial aspects and operations administration, the stock control issue, which expects to decrease overhead cost without harming deals.

1.1 Motivation

The motivation of this paper is to create better understanding in redefining requirement of retailer for paper publication. Hopefully in the future requirement shopkeeper knowledge that I have is able to make a significant contribution in new idea development process that might be made.

1.2 Problem

As mentioned before, generating backup data is a critical process in a project for our shopkeeper. This work can be categorized as time consuming job and need high accuracy when placing the proper materials with its quantity. Moreover the project scalability itself will increase the risk so is the processing time hence can make us loose the control when there is a lot of revision, like drop and insert, that being made. Since this is the first time we create the automation, there are so many requirements that might not defined properly. Thus the purpose of this paper is to review and redefine the automation’s requirements from basic like:

- What are their requirements?
- How can we fulfill the Shopkeeper’s requirements?
- What is our limitation to fulfill those requirements?
• How can we check if a requirement is satisfied?

1.3 Solution
The requirements from the shopkeeper to create backup inventory within limited time and in high accuracy makes us to come up with automation solution by using desktop. At this time we think that this is the based solution. However it might need some improvement in the future based on the lesson learned so is the new requirement from the shopkeeper.

1.4 Related Work
This application is a new thing. There are so many similar software and tools like the one we build. Our tools basically dedicated for all shopkeeper store that we were working and applicable in other projects or other industries.

2. MODULES
In this venture there are 6 modules which will finish our venture depiction.

2.1 Bill Generator
This is the main module of our venture. In which we can keep up the subtle elements of bill administration, with the goal that we can organize information in one table arrangement. The proprietor of this organization can discover every one of the subtle elements in one view page design. All the stock section ought to be keep up in thatview, so it can be refreshed in each time as saucy the necessity.

2.2 Print Bill
Printing module can print out the design of the bill. It can be changed over into an PDF design, and produced the bill for the client.

2.3 View Bill
In this the proprietor of this organization can see the one tab detail of all the client, which they purchase over a day, week or a month for the count the item, so they can assume the which item are required for the customer and bookkeeping to that they can settle the markdown and different offers.

2.4 Inventory
Inventory control is also about knowing where all your stock is and ensuring everything is accounted for at any given time. Inventory control involves keeping track of the stock that is already in the warehouse, such as what products are being stocked and how much of a particular item is available. It also involves aspects of warehousing designs, such as knowing where everything is and ensuring that the products are stored well.

2.5 Backup Inventory
The way toward moving down, alludes to the duplicating and chronicling of PC information so it might be utilized to reestablish the first after an information misfortune occasion. The verb frame is to go down in two words, though the thing is reinforcement. Before information is sent to their capacity areas, they are chosen, removed, and controlled.

2.6 ALERT ABOUT EACH ENTRY
Alarms are ordinarily conveyed through a warning framework and the most well-known utilization of the administration is machine – to - individual correspondence. It’s give the ready, when we entered the section in the bill so from that we can accept that how much amount are left and what amount sold out.

3. PRINCIPLE OF INVENTORY PROPORTIONALITY

3.1 PURPOSED
Stock proportionality is the objective of interest driven stock administration. The essential ideal result is to have a similar number of days’ worth of stock available over all items so that the season of run out of all items would be concurrent. In such a case, there is no "overabundance stock," that is, stock that would be left over of another item when the primary item runs out. Overabundance stock is imperfect on the grounds that the cash spent to acquire it could have been used better somewhere else, i.e. to the item that just ran out.

3.2 APPLICATIONS
The procedure of stock proportionality is most fitting for inventories that stay inconspicuous by the purchaser, rather than "keep full" frameworks where a retail customer might want to see full retire of the item they are purchasing so as not to think they are purchasing something old, undesirable or stale; and separated from the "trigger point" frameworks where item is reordered when it hits a specific level; stock proportionality is utilized viably by without a moment to spare assembling procedures and retail applications where the item is escaped see.
4. FLOW DIAGRAM
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5. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

Hardware:
- Desktop or Laptop (2GB RAM)
- Windows 7

Software:
- Front End: Java (JDK 8)
  Netbeans 8.0.1
  Jdk 1.8 (Java 8)
- Back End: SQLYOGULTIMATE (ANY VERSION)

6. ADVANTAGES OF USING INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

6.1. Prevent shortages and production delays

Few things are worse than running out of parts and products right when you need them. To avoid costly delays in your manufacturing processes and customer order fulfillment, you should use inventory management software. It can help you know how much inventory you should keep on hand to meet demand. [6]

6.2. Track inventory levels in real time.

This goes along with the first advantage. Knowing how much inventory you have at all times is helpful because it lets you make smart decisions about when to reorder products. Inventory management software instantly updates your records when you buy and sell products, which is much faster than entering that information by hand. [6]

6.3. Optimize warehouse organization.

Speed is essential in having good customer service. Inventory management software makes your company move faster by improving your warehouse's layout. You can group similar products together and position popular products in ways that make them easier to access when orders come in. Inventory management software leads to saved time, saved money and happier customers. [6]

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an alarm about the information section in the bill which in view of desktop application. It's a straightforward desktop application in which the network to the immediate distribution center with the goal that information ought to be refreshed in store for the confirmation. It's a secure application in which the no information spillage from the stockroom. And furthermore gives the one table organization look so that after the finish of month we know about what we sold.
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